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Doha- Qatar is emerging as a new civilizing center of the Middle East. Doha is a city much known
for its eye-catching spectacular buildings, fast economic expansion, wonderful shopping malls and
global sports events. And so Doha has become of the most interested tourist spot and also one of
the job hubs for all the job hunters.

Doha seeks to be the cultural center of the Middle East and also the hub of an educational and
scientific revival in the Arab world.  As a place known more for rest than holiday destination, Qatar
does have many leisure activities for travelers and have a cultural position polished by history of
decades. Qatar has so much to experience that can be explored in trips, excursions and safaris. A
wide range of luxurious but affordable hotels are available in Doha Qatar to make your stay relaxed
and trouble free.

By the side of the curved bay in Doha, dozens of marvelous sky reaching buildings are rising in the
sands of deserts. Fully marbled shopping malls, magnificent hotels and numerous new apartments
have come out. Doha provides a feel where it greet it guests with extreme care and all the Doha
hotels offer you with a friendly ambiance.

If you want to get the best of Doha, there are many places to visit like the Islamic Art Museum, the
refined Pearl Monument, the stunning skyline etc. You can find many restaurants, sit in the grassy
greens for a picnic, and take a boat ride on a private dhow.  Both the old and new Doha is a great
place to spend and you can find some of the best Doha Qatar hotels where the accommodation is
comparatively cheap. And just offshore, on Dohaâ€™s own man-made island, you can see an eye-
popping stone-clad ziggurat floats above the blue waters of the Arabian Gulf: the new Museum of
Islamic Art, one of the wonderful museums you have ever explored.

One amazing experience you can have is to get a different feel at same place at different times on
different days. The sunrise is the best time to visit, afternoon is most likely not a proper time as the
weather is too hot and sunset is also another wonderful time. There are many two star, three star
and five star hotels in Doha which are effortlessly and easy to get to. And most of them provide
transport facilities to their clients as required anywhere in and around Doha and also provide
magnificent facilities like Gyms, clubs, Swimming Pool etc.

Another best part of the Doha dining is the disciplined and roomy restaurants which serve
international dishes. Arranging a tidy and luxurious accommodation in Qatar, all the major hotels in
Doha makes your stay very comfortable by offering their guests a wide variety of furnished rooms to
suit their preference and pockets. Rooms are fully equipped to International Standards, with
independently controlled Air conditioning and the latest technologies.  The luxury hotels offer range
of rooms to choose from, comprising executive suite rooms, exclusive rooms and regular rooms at
sensible prices.
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Doha Qatar, about Doha, Doha dining, and a doha restaurants. Find out what appeals to you by
visiting: Festival city Doha.com.
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